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APPRAISAL: A strategic tool
for modern recordkeeping
Cassie Findlay

In order to explain why the need for better, more strategic tools for recordkeeping
professionals is so urgent, it is necessary first to consider the contemporary
business and technological landscape, and how information is being made and
managed in it. In doing so, we can understand how new forms of records are
being made, kept and used, and the challenges that these present.
We live in a world characterised by diverse business frameworks comprised
of multiple transactional systems and distributed business processes, which
are breaking down and fragmenting the formerly consolidated organisational
perspectives on projects, programmes, clients or transactions. We are seeing
the increased commodification and commercialisation of information within
third-party frameworks, and usually in the cloud. People expect instant access
online, to any information they want or need, and there is a growing sense that if
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it isn’t online, it may as well not exist. Data creation is expanding exponentially.
In 2012 David Rosenthal of Stanford University analysed the costs of storing
all of today’s data in the cloud. Based on industry figures he estimated that
‘keeping 2011’s data would consume 14% of the gross world product’.1 He
extrapolated based on rates of current data growth to estimate that by 2020,
the cost of maintaining all the data created in 2020 would be 100% of the gross
world product.2 Such prolific and uncontrolled data growth is not sustainable,
and is due in part to a lack of recordkeeping thinking in systems and process
design. Innovations like blockchain technologies are presenting new paradigms
for recordkeeping, by giving us the tools to build business environments in which
the presence of a trusted third party to verify transactions is not required. This
is having huge implications for the agency of individuals in their interactions
with each other, and with the State. We are also living in the age of the rise of
machine learning and artificial intelligence, with robots in our homes, our cars
and workplaces and increasingly replacing human labour.
In this dynamic, rapidly changing world, the concept of a record can, to some,
seem archaic. However, if we remember the core elements of ‘recordness’ – those
of proof, or evidence of transactions, of contextuality and of being bounded in
time and space – we can see that in fact records, in the form of combinations of
data representing events in complex business systems, are a crucial part of the
digital landscape today. Of course records continue to be made and managed
in more familiar, documentary forms, as unstructured data, but anyone studying
the trajectory of technology can observe the progression away from these forms
towards a data-driven society. Groupings of data that drive and record business,
whether they exist for a few seconds or a millennium, need to serve as good,
reliable, available evidence. However, many of our practices and tools are not up
to this task. We, as archivists and other recordkeeping professionals, can often be:
Overly worried about destruction/deletion, which was a key driver when we had
too much paper to store;
- Too concerned with assessing individual records for ‘value’, when we have
massive volumes to consider;
- Stuck with assumptions about having custody and/or sole ownership and
control over records; and
- Stubbornly continuing to apply practices that were developed for files and
documents to data-based, dynamic systems.
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In developing the revised International Standard on records management, we in
the editorial group were aware of these problems with these and other ways in
which our practices were not keeping pace with the changes to the information
landscape, and decided to focus strongly in the new edition on describing
approaches designed to address the challenges of the digital age. For us,
this was not about rejecting core concepts and principles, but repurposing
them. Accordingly, many of the basic concepts in the revised Standard remain
familiar. Records are defined as: ‘information created, received and maintained
as evidence and as an asset by an organization or person, in pursuit of legal
obligations or in the transaction of business.’ The Standard reconfirms our
understanding that records are an active embodiment of business,3 along
with its rules, its participants and its outcomes. Records are contextualized
and controlled traces of events or transactions, made and retained – for a few
seconds or a millennium – for a variety of purposes, and to meet the needs
of a changing array of stakeholders, and with various degrees of rigor. In the
Standard, records are understood not as static objects but as reliable, evidential
business data that is constantly moving through new contexts and acquiring
additional metadata and relationships involving people, organizations, functions,
processes and systems. Records are always in the process of becoming – even
the manuscripts in our collections – just as much as these sets of data flowing
through modern business systems.
ISO 15489 also describes systems for records – which make, control and
maintain records, and their metadata, over time. These can exist in any setting
– in business units and in archives, in municipalities, schools, corporations
and governments. At the most basic level, these systems are the same and do
the same things; it’s just that their context, requirements and stakeholders are
different. Understanding this, and also understanding that these things change
over time, is a core job of archivists and other recordkeeping professionals.
Systems for records are not just document management tools. Indeed, the
most critical recordkeeping requirements today are being met by systems that
bear little resemblance to document-centric systems. Archivists and other
recordkeeping professionals need to understand and work with any and all types
of systems for records. They are simply technologies and practices that make
and keep information (data) as evidence of something. They may do this very
well, or very badly. All such systems are part of our responsibility. Increasingly,
those systems that do not fall under the records professional’s responsibility are
in fact where the most important records are being made.
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In this environment, any approach to ensuring the creation and keeping of
adequate evidence and memory cannot be reactive, for lots of reasons. If we are
to offer a viable approach to our job of ensuring accountability and memory, we
need to be:
1. Thinking across the business and its systems, not focusing on lower-level
outputs;
2. Applying risk management to ensure proportionate use of our time and
expertise; and
3. Focusing on defining top-down identification of the recordkeeping requirements
that our businesses must heed, for the immediate and the long term.
Too often the people we work with – the technology people, the risk managers,
the business managers – come to us with questions about accountability
in new and emergent technological environments, and our responses are
unhelpful, based on old understandings of records as documents that we store
ourselves. We are also, as a profession, too often guilty of favouring process and
bureaucracy over outcomes. We need to break out of these mindsets and think:
what do we have to offer that is unique? What skills can we bring to the table to
solve evidence, accountability and memory problems in these new and dynamic
environments? We are fortunate in that recordkeeping professionals already
possess a robust approach to ensuring the creation and proper management
of records of business activity for a given individual, community, organization or
jurisdiction – in any format – in appraisal for managing records, as defined in ISO
15489 and in a forthcoming Technical4 Report.
Appraisal for managing records, as explained in ISO 15489, is about understanding
business activities to determine which records need to be created and captured
and how they should be managed, over time. It combines an understanding of
current business activities and its contexts with the identification of business,
regulatory and societal requirements relating to records and the assessment of
risks associated with creating and managing records. Work that is underway on
the Technical Report to support ISO 15489:2016, currently titled ‘Appraisal for
managing records,’ has produced a model, or way of understanding, appraisal
that adopts a management tool, the ‘PDCA’ or ‘Deming’5 cycle. The use of this
model has allowed the editorial group responsible for the Technical Report to
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convey the recurrent nature of appraisal, as well as its flexibility and contingent
nature. The phases of the cycle are shown in Figure 1.

PLAN

ACT

DO

CHECK

En cada fase, el treball de valoració inclou l’anàlisi i les decisions que s’indiquen
a continuació:
PLAN
Confirm purpose and scope
Analyse the business and technological context
Perform functional analysis
Perform sequential analysis
Identify agents
Identify risks
Identify records requirements
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DO
Link records requirements to business functions and work processes
Assess risks associated with the implementation of records
requirements
Build records controls
Design systems
Develop policy and procedures

CHECK
Monitor the operation of records systems, controls and processes
Review the appropriateness of records policy and procedures
Monitor the changing business and technological context
Monitor changing regulatory, business and societal requirements
Monitor changing risks

ACT
Identify purpose and scope for appraisal process to address
changing needs
Commence new appraisal process
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Underpinning all these phases are three important elements:
- Authorisation and leadership – to ensure the results of appraisal are validated
and endorsed for implementation at the appropriate level.
- Stakeholder consultation – to bring in as many perspectives and requirements
as needed for the business concerned.
- Documentation – for accountability in the appraisal process, as well as its
outcomes.
The appraisal process described above can be applied to any scenario in which
an archivist or other recordkeeping professional needs to contribute expertise on
requirements and implementation options, from analysing an entire government
jurisdiction for the purpose of making decisions about archival retention
requirements, to deciding on access restrictions as part of new business systems
design. The purpose of any instance of appraisal work directly influences the
scope, and assessment of risk influences the depth and extent of the analysis.
For example, the work to determine requirements for a system designed to keep
digital records concerning the highest levels of public decision-making will be of
a greater depth and intensity than a short and practical appraisal cycle to check
record-making requirements for a low-risk area of public affairs, conducted at a
local office. Regardless of whether the cycle takes a short or a long time, is indepth or more superficial, the basic elements remain the same.
Appraisal sits at the heart of the recordkeeping professional’s toolkit, and
produces a variety of outputs, including rules for access, business classification
schemes and rules for disposal. It is worth noting that in the past some of us
have assumed disposal to be the only outcome of appraisal. This is not so,
and indeed the concept and practice of disposal itself are also undergoing a
necessary transformation. Disposal is, as it has always been, about the execution
of appraisal decisions in relation to matters of retention, destruction/deletion
and transfer of control over the record to another entity, such as an archival
institution or a private successor. However, too many of us have implemented
disposal via the application of very specific rules to classes of records for the
purpose of ensuring their destruction/deletion by a particular date. In some
cases, certainly, timely destruction or deletion is important – for example in the
case of an agreement by a governmental body that personal information would
be destroyed by a specific date – but in the digital world the implementation of
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disposal and retention rules should be reframed. The emphasis for practitioners
should not be on ensuring digital records are destroyed by a particular date, but
rather that systems of digital records are maintained and managed accountably
and that that system migrations are used as an opportunity to carry out disposal
by leaving records ‘behind’, with reference to the most up-to-date appraisal
decisions. By redirecting their energy to the building in of recordkeeping rules
in new systems and services, or assisting technical teams in making decisions
during system migrations, recordkeeping professionals can have far more impact
in scope and scale than by worrying over the prompt destruction of documents
in electronic document systems, covering only a small proportion of business
activity.
By moving away from the burdens of paper-paradigm management tasks such
as applying disposal rules to legacy records, and by refocusing our efforts on
well-designed, proactive and strategic solutions for recordkeeping, based on
accountable, thorough appraisal analysis, we can ensure that records of all
sorts can be made and managed in much more appropriate ways, for all sorts
of communities. One example can be found in the work currently underway in
Australia on building better recordkeeping solutions for children who experience
out-of-home care.
The Setting the Record Straight for the Rights of the Child (SRSRC) initiative,
led by Monash University, was organized, in part, as a response by the
Australian recordkeeping community and allied groups to the findings of the
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse.6
The Commission, which completed its work in late 2017, served as a strong
motivation for Australian recordkeeping professionals to examine their practices
and professional contributions to better recordkeeping to support individuals
under the care of State and non-State institutions. The partners in the initiative
have stated: ‘Recordkeeping and archiving systems are failing to meet the lifelong
identity, memory and accountability needs of children who get caught up in child
welfare and protection systems’7, and also that: ‘Children who experience outof-home care need quality recordkeeping and archiving systems to:
- Develop and nurture their sense of identity and connectedness to family and
community;
- Account for their care experiences, and
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- revent, detect, report, investigate, and take action against child neglect and
abuse.’8
In order to demonstrate how appraisal work can enable recordkeeping
professionals to contribute to contemporary problems, the following sections
of this article describe a hypothetical project to build a suitable and sustainable
recordkeeping and archiving system for children in care. The first phase of such
a project, in the ‘Deming’ cycle model that the ‘Appraisal for managing records’
Technical Report editorial group has adopted, is the ‘Plan’ phase. This involves,
initially, an analysis of the context(s) in which the appraisal is being conducted,
including business, technological, legal and societal factors. The contexts for
the recordkeeping that supports and enables the progress of a child through
a welfare or other out-of-home care system are multiple. In line with records
continuum thinking they can – and do – exist simultaneously. In the case of
designing recordkeeping solutions for children in out-of-home care, they may
include, for example:
- The immediate socio-legal context of the child’s interactions with the agency
or agencies that serve as their legal guardian(s), and their interactions with
caregivers, other children and related support agencies;
- The context of the family unit and community from which the child hails. In
some instances, looking at this context may involve understanding, for example,
the needs and expectations of Indigenous people or people from particular
ethnic backgrounds;
- The wider societal context in which members of the community expect,
particularly post-Royal Commission, that recordkeeping standards for children
in such cases are improved, and that the records of their experience are available
for purposes of redress should they be required; or
- The personal context of the child’s life experiences, preferences and
expectations. In a profession that has traditionally been geared towards
institutional and government recordkeeping and archiving needs, this is a layer
of context that has been largely ignored, and is lacking in proven methods for
its analysis.
In the analysis of these context(s), questions that will assist in decision-making
regarding the design of the system may include the following:
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- Are there acceptable arrangements already in place for the long-term retention
of the child’s records, suited to the child and manageable in terms of costs?
- How readily can the child access the Internet? Is an offline component required
in the solution that is developed?
- Which applications does the child use regularly to make or save records?
Proprietary systems may present challenges to integration.
- What legislation and regulations apply to how the child makes and keeps their
own records, if any?
- Who are the stakeholders in the business and in the recordkeeping and
archiving solution? Can these stakeholders be consulted, or perhaps assist with
user testing of the proposed solution?
- What expectations are there, if any, of usability and preservation of these
records for purposes beyond the child’s needs, and their needs as an adult?
The ‘Plan’ phase also involves an analysis of business activity and the agents
involved. Here the focus of the analysis is on the expected or likely ‘business’ that
the recordkeeping solution will be required to support. This will include identifying
functions and activities at a higher level, as well as looking at specific processes
and transactions at a lower level. In personal recordkeeping, definition of a fixed
set of functions, activities or work processes can be problematic. Indeed, as
noted by Sue McKemmish in her 1996 article ‘Evidence of Me’9, the formation
of any ‘rules’ for recordkeeping personal, however generalized, may not be
possible. However, by consulting with known agents in the processes and other
stakeholders, including the children, caregivers and advocacy groups, it may be
possible to arrive at a core set of customizable processes based on common
interactions between identified agents, to which more ad hoc processes may
be added. For example, a child may email family members regularly. Can we
link this process to a functional context? Are there a set of steps typically taken,
at which point the recordkeeping transaction of copying and registering the
correspondence might naturally occur? Which agents are generally involved?
(For example, these might include the child, the child’s relatives, or other
correspondents). To carry out this work, the analysis of processes, recordkeeping
events and dependencies, as described in ISO TR 26122:2008: Information and
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documentation — Work process analysis for records10, an important part of any
appraisal activity, is essential.
This phase also involves an analysis of requirements for records and an
assessment of risks. Requirements for records of the child’s experience will
obviously derive from their personal expectations, but should also take account
of regulatory and societal needs as well. In analysing documentary sources and
consulting with stakeholders, consideration should be given to all aspects of
recordkeeping, including questions on access, relationships between processes
and their records, usability and metadata for contextualizing and managing the
records.
Requirements should be determined in consultation with the most important
stakeholders – children in care and adults who were formerly in care. The
determination of agreed requirements should be informed by the extent to
which they will manage identified and agreed risks. A useful approach to risk
assessment for recordkeeping is available in ISO Technical Report ISO/TR
18128:2014, Information and documentation — Risk assessment for records
processes and systems11.
In the case of the recordkeeping needs of children in care, a high-level set of
requirements for the records system(s) required already exists in the form of the
SRSRC initiative’s guiding principles:
- ‘Child/person centred – Recordkeeping and archiving respectful of, and
responsive to, the preferences, needs and values of the people who experience
childhood out-of-home care. Respectful and nurturing rather than bureaucratic
and officious.
- Participatory – Recognising children in out-of-home care and adult care leavers
as participatory agents, not passive, captive subjects of the record.
- Accountable and transparent – Recordkeeping and archiving frameworks,
processes and systems which hold themselves to the highest standards of
accountability and transparency, respectful of multiple rights in records.
- Evidence based – Recordkeeping and archiving based on, and supportive of,
evidence-based decision-making and action.
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- Integrated – Records and recordkeeping integrated into processes rather than
being a separate paperwork or filing activity.
- Connected and co-ordinated – Record-holding organisations acting as nodes
in a network rather than organisational silos.
- Clever use of information technology – Recordkeeping and archiving systems
that make the best use of digital capabilities12.’
We may perhaps regard these as the beginnings of a set of functional requirements
for personal recordkeeping as proposed by McKemmish (1996).
Other examples of requirements which might be identified could include:
- Control over access to, and sharing of, the records at a personal level by the
child or a guardian – not by a government or institutional actor.
- Long-term use requirements for the records, potentially by the child’s
descendants or as part of a family archive.
- Robustness against intrusion or tampering, for cases in which wrongdoing has
occurred.
- Metadata that properly contextualizes the child’s interactions with caregivers,
official guardians, family and others.
- Metadata that assists in identifying and linking related records of the child’s
experience to ensure the availability and usability of these over time. With regard
to metadata, we have a starting point in the form of standards on metadata
for records such as ISO 23081 Information and documentation - Metadata for
records, but metadata specific to the experience of the child in care and the
other contexts identified earlier should also be identified.
During the ‘Do’ phase of the cycle, the risks associated with records
requirements are assessed, and this assessment helps with decisions about
how the requirements should be met. For example, the risks associated with
inadvertent release of private personal information belonging to the child in care
indicate the adoption of a very robust technical architecture, using encryption
for any transfer of the data. In this phase the rules for creation and retention
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of records and for access to records are structured in a way that allows them
to be deployed in the chosen technologies. Once, this meant applying rules in
disposal schedules to files after they became ‘inactive’. Here it is more likely to
mean encoding a record creation point into a personal recordkeeping tool for the
child. The rules themselves are maintained as records, along with systems design
documentation, for accountability and future systems migration purposes.
The ‘Check’ phase concerns monitoring; monitoring of the operation of the
personal recordkeeping system and of the context in which it operates.
Requirements and risks will inevitably change. For example, the final report
of the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse
regarding recordkeeping may result in new laws affecting how such systems
should operate. Attitudes towards privacy and personal information evolve over
time. New threats to identity emerge. All of these are part of the landscape that
the recordkeeping professional must observe, and respond to when appropriate.
The ‘Do’ phase is both an end and a beginning. It allows the recordkeeping
professional to establish a new project to adjust existing systems, or to define a
whole new scope. This is the recurrent nature of appraisal work.
The work of archivists and other recordkeeping13 professionals – such as the
work described in this case study – is about:
- Ensuring the creation of records to meet requirements for evidence of business
activity, to protect rights and entitlements and for memory purposes; and
- Taking appropriate action to protect records’ authenticity, reliability, integrity
and usability, as their business context and requirements for their management
change over time.
We conduct this work in a world that is always changing, and for people
and organisations whose needs are always evolving. Digital business and
technologies mean that our task must shift focus – away from managing the
products of business to being a vital partner for the business and in the design
of systems. As governments’ and corporations’ relationships with citizens
and each other are renegotiated and the agency of the connected individual
increases – or is threatened – our understanding of rights and requirements in
recordkeeping becomes even more critical. Appraisal for managing records,
as described in ISO 15489 and the forthcoming Technical Report on ‘Appraisal
for managing records, ’is a robust, tested approach that has been practiced in
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Australia and other nations over decades. It allows us to come to the table and
work in multidiciplinary teams with a unique and powerful contribution to make.
It is going to be a critically important tool if we, as a profession, are to fulfil our
mission and respond seriously to the challenges of the digital age.
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ABSTRACT
In the revised edition of ISO 154891:2016 Information and documentation:
Records management, the concept
of ‘appraisal’ takes on a wider scope
than is perhaps familiar to some
archivists. Rather than being limited
to the examination and selection of
extant records to make decisions
about their permanent retention as
archives, it is broadened to being
a more comprehensive, ‘up -front’
analysis of context, business activity,
requirements and risks to help make a
wide variety of decisions about records
and recordkeeping, including whether to
create them, what metadata is needed
to contextualize and manage them,
who should have access to them and
when, how long to keep them, and
more. Done regularly and accountably,
with appropriate stakeholder
consultation, the information that this
type of appraisal gathers is essential
to a properly functioning program for
making and managing records – in
any environment, including online,
collaborative and decentralised
contexts. Opportunities now exist for
archivists and other recordkeeping
professionals to use this approach in
conjunction with new technologies to
solve pressing needs for better systems
for recordkeeping systems for some
of the most vulnerable people in our
societies.

RESUM
En l’edició revisada de la norma
ISO 15489-1:2016, Informació i
documentació. Gestió de documents,
el concepte de «avaulació» té un abast
més ampli del que potser alguns
arxivers coneixen. En lloc d’estar limitat
a l’examen i la selecció de documents
existents per prendre decisions sobre la
seva conservació permanent en arxius,
s’amplia a una anàlisi «inicial» més
exhaustiva del context, les implicacions
funcionals, els requisits i els riscos
que ajudi a prendre moltes decisions
sobre els documents i la seva gestió,
com ara si s’han de crear, quines
metadades calen per contextualitzar-los
i gestionar-los, qui ha de tenir-hi accés
i quan, durant quant temps s’han de
conservar, etc. Si es fa amb regularitat
i de manera responsable, consultant
les parts interessades pertinents, la
informació que s’obté mitjançant aquest
tipus de’avaulació és essencial per
a un programa d’elaboració i gestió
de documents que funcioni bé (en
qualsevol entorn, inclosos els contextos
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en línia, col·laboratius i descentralitzats).
Ara els arxivers i altres professionals
de la gestió de documents tenen
l’oportunitat de combinar aquest
mètode amb les noves tecnologies
per respondre a la necessitat urgent
que hi hagi millors sistemes de gestió
de documents per a algunes de les
persones més vulnerables de les
nostres societats.
Aquest article es basa en una
presentació amb el mateix títol que
es va fer al Congrés de l’Associació
d’Arxivers-Gestors de Documents de
Catalunya a Reus el maig del 2017.

RESUMEN

como, por ejemplo, si se deben crear,
qué metadatos son necesarios para
contextualizarlos y gestionarlos, quién

En la edición revisada de la norma
ISO 15489-1:2016, Información
documentos, el concepto valoración
tiene un alcance más amplio de
lo que quizás algunos archiveros

debe tener acceso y cuándo, durante
cuánto tiempo se deben conservar,
etc. Si se hace con regularidad y de
manera responsable, consultando a
las partes interesadas pertinentes, la
información que se obtiene mediante

conocen. En lugar de estar limitado al
examen y la selección de documentos

este tipo de valoración es esencial
para un programa de elaboración y

existentes para tomar decisiones

gestión de documentos que funcione

sobre su conservación permanente en
los archivos, se amplía a un análisis

bien (en cualquier entorno, incluidos
los contextos en línea, colaborativos y

«inicial» más exhaustivo del contexto,

descentralizados). Ahora los archiveros

las implicaciones comerciales, los
requisitos y los riesgos que ayude a

y otros profesionales de la gestión de
documentos tienen la oportunidad

tomar muchas de las decisiones sobre
los documentos y su conservación,

de combinar este método con las

y documentación. Gestión de
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nuevas tecnologías para responder a la
necesidad urgente de mejores sistemas
de gestión documental para algunas
de las personas más vulnerables de
nuestras sociedades.

CENTRAL THEME

AAC. Associació d’Arxivers · Gestors de Documents de Catalunya

Este artículo se basa en una
presentación con el mismo título que se
hizo en el congreso de la Asociación de
Archiveros-Gestores de Documentos de
Cataluña en Reus (Cataluña) en mayo
del 2017.

RESUMÉ
Dans l’édition révisée de la norme
ISO 15489-1:2016 Information et
documentation: Gestion des documents
d’activité, le concept d’« évaluation »
s’étend au-delà de la signification sans
doute retenue par certains archivistes.
Loin de se limiter à l’examen et à la

Menée de façon régulière et motivée,

sélection de documents disponibles

prenantes concernées, cette évaluation
recueille des informations essentielles

afin de statuer sur leur conservation
permanente à titre d’archives, la
notion d’« évaluation » englobe
une analyse plus complète et plus
frontale du contexte, des implications
commerciales, des exigences et des
risques afin de prendre de multiples
décisions de façon mieux éclairée en
matière d’archivage. Il s’agit notamment
de se pencher sur l’opportunité de
créer une archive, sur les métadonnées
nécessaires pour contextualiser et
gérer les archives, sur la définition
des personnes autorisées à y accéder

avec une juste consultation des parties

au bon fonctionnement d’un programme
de création et de gestion d’archives,
quel que soit son environnement,
même dans les contextes en ligne,
ou les démarches collaboratives et
décentralisées. Les archivistes et autres
professionnels de l’archivage peuvent
à présent se fonder sur cette approche
en exploitant les nouvelles technologies
afin de résoudre le besoin urgent de
systèmes d’archivage plus efficaces en
faveur de certains des groupes les plus
vulnérables de nos sociétés.

et des périodes de consultation, sur
la durée de rétention, ainsi que sur
bien d’autres éléments déterminants.

Le présent article s’appuie sur
l’intervention du même nom, présentée
lors de la conférence annuelle
de l’Association d’archivistesGestionnaires de documents de
Catalogne à Reus, en Catalogne
(Espagne) en mai 2017.
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